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We analyze a system in which a topological Majorana zero mode (tMZM) combines with a Majorana pro-
duced by quantum frustration (fMZM) to produce a novel ground state. The system that we study combines
two parts, a grounded topological superconducting wire that hosts two tMZMs at its ends, and an on-resonant
quantum dot connected to two dissipative leads. The quantum dot with dissipative leads creates an effective
two-channel Kondo (2CK) state in which quantum frustration yields an isolated fMZM at the dot. We find that
coupling the dot to one end of the topological wire stabilizes the tMZM at the other end. Three routes are used
to obtain these results: (i) calculation of the conductance through an auxiliary detector quantum dot, (ii) renor-
malization group (RG) arguments and the g-theorem, and (iii) a fully non-equilibrium calculation of the I(V )
curve and shot noise S(V ) through the detector dot. In addition to providing a route to achieving an unpaired
Majorana zero mode, this scheme provides a clear signature of the presence of the 2CK frustration-induced
Majorana.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron states with topological character and quantum
frustration from competing interactions are two major themes
in current condensed matter physics. In both contexts, frac-
tionalized degrees of freedom on the boundary of a system oc-
cur. Perhaps the best known example is the possibility of Ma-
jorana zero modes (MZMs) at the ends of a one-dimensional
(1D) system. MZMs are exotic self-conjugate edge states that
can occur through either topology [1–4] or fine-tuning of com-
peting interactions [5–9]. Here we study the interplay between
a topological Majorana zero mode (tMZM) and frustration-
induced Majorana (fMZM) in a nanoscale system of quantum
dots and wires. We show that a fMZM can stabilize a tMZM.

Quantum frustration typically produces states of matter
that are delicately balanced between competing options and
which then show fractionalization [10]. Quantum impurity
models—an interacting quantum system coupled to leads—
provide several canonical examples. (Note that quantum im-
purity models are effectively 1D since the impurity couples
to a limited set of states in the leads [11].) The two channel
Kondo (2CK) model, for instance, has been extensively stud-
ied [5, 6, 9, 12, 13]: an impurity spin is equally coupled to
two metallic leads. It would be natural for the impurity spin to
form a singlet with each lead, but it cannot because of entan-
glement exhaustion. This frustration in screening the impurity
leads to a non-Fermi-liquid ground state in which there is a
degeneracy of

√
2 at the impurity. This signals fractionaliza-

tion and the existence of an unpaired fMZM [14]. It has also
been discussed in the two impurity Kondo model [8, 15] and
the dissipative resonant level model [16, 17]. Experimentally,
several groups have investigated in detail nanoscale systems
with an unpaired fMZM of this type [16, 18–22]— to date,
the fine tuning required appears to be easier to achieve than
the creation of a topological state.
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Topological MZMs, in addition to their inherent interest,
have attracted attention because their non-Abelian statistics
provide a possible route toward fault tolerant quantum com-
putation [1, 23]. To construct and observe such MZMs, re-
searchers have proposed multiple systems [3, 24–27]. One
particularly promising 1D system consists of a semiconduct-
ing nanowire made of a material that has strong spin-orbit
coupling which is placed in proximity to a s-wave supercon-
ductor and in a magnetic field [3]. In this system, signatures
of tMZM through measurement of the conductance have been
intensively pursued [3].

In contrast to the free elementary particle predicted by Ma-
jorana, the effective tMZMs in condensed matter always ap-
pear in pairs in finite size systems [1, 3]. Unfortunately,
tMZMs lose many of their interesting properties when they
hybridize with their partners. The inter-MZM coupling de-
cays as ∝ exp(−L/ξ) [1, 3], with L the distance and ξ the
superconducting correlation length in the nanowire. Experi-
mentally, this hybridization can not generally be ignored [3].
Consequently, to see the full effect of a tMZM, a method to
stabilize the tMZM against inter-MZM coupling is desirable.

In this paper, we stabilize a tMZM against hybridization
with its partner by coupling that partner to an unpaired Majo-
rana fermion of a dissipative quantum dot. Through this stabi-
lization, the frustration-induced fMZM of the R=RQ≡h/e2
dissipative resonant level model can be experimentally de-
tected.

We emphasize that “stabilization” here is understood in the
renormalization group (RG) sense. In the absence of stabi-
lization, we show that a finite inter-tMZM coupling, no mat-
ter how small, is RG relevant: it effectively increases with
decreasing temperature and thus drastically changes the sys-
tem ground state. In contrast, when the dissipation-induced
fMZM is present, the inter-tMZM coupling is irrelevant and
vanishes at zero temperature, regardless of its bare value. Be-
cause of this RG aspect, the stabilization studied here is qual-
itatively different from other proposals where the bare inter-
tMZM coupling can be reduced to zero through fine tuning.
See Refs. [2, 28–31] for examples of fine tuning by increasing
the nanowire size, coupling the nanowire to a quantum dot, or
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FIG. 1. The structure of the system. Two tMZMs γ1 and γ2 are re-
alized at two ends of a nanowire on top of a grounded topological
superconductor (TS). We calculate the conductance through the left
quantum dot to detect the existence of the tMZM γ1. The right quan-
tum dot, through which transport is dissipative (blue), couples to γ2
and thereby stabilizes γ1 as an isolated tMZM.

through electronic interactions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin with

the introduction of our model in Sec. II. After that, Sec. III
contains a brief review of the dissipative resonant level model
and its frustration-induced Majorana fermion. With those in-
gredients, we calculate in Sec. IV the conductance through
the detector quantum dot (the left side of Fig. 1) that cou-
ples to one of the tMZM. These results allow us to conclude
that the fMZM of a dissipative resonant level model stabi-
lizes the tMZM by coupling to its partner., thus leaving a sin-
gle unpaired tMZM. We further interpret the result with the
g-theorem of boundary conformal field theory in Sec. IV D,
where we stress the importance of the dissipation-induced
fMZM in the process of stabilization. To gain further infor-
mation and support for our view, we find the non-equilibrium
conductance and shot noise through the detector quantum dot
with full counting statistics methods in Sec. V. Our results in-
dicate that there is an abrupt transition of the ground state
when the fMZM joins the system. This transition can be
clearly observed through conductance, shot noise, as well as
the Fano factor of the detecting resonant level. Finally, we
summarize our paper in Sec. VI.

II. THE SYSTEM

The system we consider consists of three major parts: (i)
a superconducting nanowire that hosts two tMZMs, (ii) a res-
onant level that detects the presence of a tMZM by its con-
ductance, and (iii) a dissipative resonant level, formed in a
quantum dot, which introduces a fMZM that stabilizes the sig-
nature of the tMZM.

We consider the superconducting nanowire as a bare bones
system, shown in Fig. 1, that has a pair of tMZM, γ1 and
γ2 (red dots), at its ends. The coupling between these two
tMZMs is εM 6=0 and hence the Hamiltonian of the system is

Hsys. = iεMγ1γ2. (1)
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FIG. 2. A resonant level (with operators cn and c†n for the nth site
in the leads) couples to a tMZM γ1. When fine-tuning, the resonant
level system can be considered as two independent Majorana chains
[32] (indicated by red and blue colors, respectively). The tMZM γ1
and (dL+d†L)/

√
2 form into a singlet (indicated by the black dashed

box), thus breaking one of the Majorana channels (the blue one). The
conductance becomes e2/2h, totally from the red Majorana channel.

The goal is to have effectively εM = 0 so that even at zero
temperature the topological feature of γ1 is evident.

In order to assess directly whether γ1 is indeed an inde-
pendent tMZM, we incorporate a detector explicitly. As the
presence of a tMZM affects many physical properties, differ-
ent types of detectors could be used. We choose to consider
the conductance through a spinless quantum dot modeled as a
resonant level [32], pictured on the left of Fig. 1. As there are
no interactions here, the Hamiltonian of the detector is simply

Hdetect. = εLd
†
LdL +

∑
k,α

εkc
†
kLαckLα

+ VL
∑
k,α

(
c†kLαdL + d†LckLα

)
,

(2)

where εL is the dot energy level, ckLα is for electrons in the
α = S (source) or D (drain) lead, and VL is the dot-lead cou-
pling. We assume that the dot is tuned to resonance, εL = 0,
and symmetrically coupled to the leads.

The tMZM γ1 is tunnel coupled to a combination of dL and
d†L. Because εL = 0, all such combinations are equivalent and
so we take

Hsys.-det. = itL
d†L + dL√

2
γ1. (3)

The (zero-temperature) conductance through the left dot, de-
notedGL, forH = Hsys. +Hdetect. +Hsys.-det. has been studied
previously [32]. There is a clear signature of the coupling to
the topological Majorana: while GL = e2/h on resonance for
a classic resonant level (tL = 0), in the presence of the tMZM
one obtains half that value, GL = e2/2h. Intuitively, the
tMZM hybridizes with part of the resonant level and so blocks
the conductance of a “half chain”, as illustrated in Fig. 2 [32].
Thus, we shall use GL = e2/2h as the sign that a tMZM is
present.

However, for any non-zero εM , the conductance reverts to
the topologically trivial GL = e2/h at low temperature, T �
εM . Indeed, εM is RG relevant, as shown below, and so grows
large at low temperature regardless of its bare value (i.e., the
value determined by the experimental system). The resulting
extreme sensitivity to the value of εM makes observation of
the tMZM especially difficult.
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In order to stabilize γ1, one natural idea is to couple its part-
ner γ2 to an isolated Majorana fermion, thereby removing it
from potentially hybridizing with γ1. Fortunately, such an iso-
lated Majorana fermion is known to exist in the 2CK quantum
impurity model. Specifically, the frustration between the two
channels leaves an effective fMZM (d + d†)/

√
2 untouched,

where d ≡ iSx−Sy is the effective fermionic operator and Sσ
are the Pauli matrices of the impurity spin [6, 9, 33]. However,
this effective fMZM is fundamentally a spin operator and so
will not naturally couple with the spatial degree of freedom
γ2.

To solve this problem, we propose to generate an iso-
lated fMZM with a dissipative quantum dot [16, 19]. The
corresponding resonant level model with ohmic impedance
R=RQ [16, 17] is known to be equivalent to the 2CK model
as well as the Luttinger liquid resonant level model with Lut-
tinger liquid interaction g = 1/2. The quantum dot form-
ing the resonant level hosts a real [34] decoupled Majorana
fermion [16, 17]. Since this fMZM involves a spatial degree
of freedom, we can model its coupling to γ2 with the standard
inter-Majorana coupling.

III. QUANTUM FRUSTRATION FROM DISSIPATION:
THE DISSIPATIVE RESONANT LEVEL MODEL

We begin by sketching the needed elements of the theory
of the dissipative resonant level model [16, 17, 19, 35], em-
phasizing the formation of its dissipation-induced fMZM. The
dissipative resonant level model describes a quantum dot that
couples to two dissipative spin-polarized leads. It is defined
by the Hamiltonian [35–37]

Hdissip. =Hdot +Hlead +HT

= εRd
†d +

∑
k,α

εkc
†
kαckα

+
∑
k,α

Vα

(
e−iφαc†kαd + e+iφαd†ckα

)
,

(4)

where α=S,D for the source and drain, respectively. The no-
tation parallels that for the detector: εR is the dot energy level,
c†kα creates an electron in the lead labeled α, and lead α cou-
ples to the dot with strength Vα. The key aspect of the model
is the coupling to dissipation in the tunneling term [third line
of Eq. (4)].

In modeling the dissipation, we follow a standard approach
[36–38]. The phase fluctuation operator φα is conjugate to the
charge fluctuation operator for the capacitor between the dot
and lead α. Thus, the operator e±iφα in Eq. (4) accounts for
the change in charge upon tunneling. The current and volt-
age fluctuations caused by the electrons tunneling on and off
the dot excite the ohmic environment of the leads. This envi-
ronment is modeled as a bath of harmonic oscillators [36–39].
Because it is the charge moving across the dot that excites the
environment, the difference ϕ ≡ φS − φD couples to the har-
monic oscillators. The bath causes the correlation function of
these fluctuations to be

〈e−iϕ(t)eiϕ(0)〉 ∝ (1/t)2r (5)

where the exponent r is related to the resistance of the en-
vironment by r ≡ Re2/h ≡ R/RQ. With this correlation
function, the conductance and scaling behavior can be found.

Interactions are thus introduced by the dissipation [i.e. the
third line of Eq. (4) is not quadratic]—theoretically, we are
faced with an interacting quantum impurity model. It is then
natural to proceed with a bosonization treatment followed by
renormalization (RG) [9, 16, 17, 40–44].

Following the standard technique [9, 35], we unfold each
lead into an infinite chiral fermion channel and then apply chi-
ral bosonization,

cα(x) =
Fα√
2πa

eiφα(x)+ikF x, (6)

where Fα is the Klein factor {Fα, Fα′} = 2δα,α′ that pre-
serves the fermionic commutation relations, and a is the lat-
tice constant. The bosonic field operator φα, representing the
collective modes of the corresponding chiral channel [9], has
the standard commutation relation

[∂xφα(x), φα′(x
′)] = iδα,α′πδ(x− x′). (7)

We further define fields in the common (φc) and difference
(φf ) sectors through the rotation

φf =
φS − φD√

2
, φc =

φS + φD√
2

. (8)

The fields φc and φf reflect the dot occupation number and the
electron number difference between two leads, respectively.

Substituting these bosonization expressions into the Hamil-
tonian (4), one finds that the bosonic field φf and dissipative
phase ϕ appear in the same way in the tunneling term. As
they both have power-law correlation functions [Eq. (5) and
[9]], we therefore combine them with the transformation

φ′f ≡
1√

1 + r

(
φf +

1√
2
ϕ

)
ϕ′ ≡ 1√

1 + r

(√
rφf +

1√
2r
ϕ

)
,

(9)

through which the tunneling Hamiltonian becomes [17, 35]

HT =
∑

α∈{S,D}

Vα√
2πa

(
e
−i 1√

2
φce−iα

√
1+r
2 φ′fFαd+ h.c.

)
,

(10)
where α=±1 for source and drain, respectively.

Eq. (10) effectively mimics the tunneling Hamiltonian of a
Luttinger liquid in which the interaction in the common (c)
and difference (f ) sectors is different. (For related work on
links between the physics of Luttinger liquids and dissipa-
tive tunneling see, e.g., Refs. [45–50].) Following the well-
established RG technique for Luttinger liquids [9, 40, 43], we
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obtain RG equations when εR=0 [35, 43]:

dVS
d ln τc

=

[
1−

(1 + r

4
+
K1

4
+
K2

2

)]
VS ,

dVD
d ln τc

=

[
1−

(1 + r

4
+
K1

4
− K2

2

)]
VD,

dK1

d ln τc
= −4τ2c

[ (
V 2
S + V 2

D

)
K1 +

(
V 2
S − V 2

D

)
K2

]
,

dK2

d ln τc
= −2τ2c

[ (
V 2
S + V 2

D

)
K2 +

(
V 2
S − V 2

D

) ]
,

(11)

where τc is the energy cutoff that decreases gradually with the
decreasing temperature, and K1, K2 are the fugacity param-
eters that incorporate the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts
of the dot-φc interaction during the RG flow. Initially, K1 =1
and K2 = 0. Importantly, for finite asymmetry VS−VD, |K2|
increases, which in turn leads to increased asymmetry upon
RG flow. Generically, the flow thus ends at a ground state in
which the quantum dot is completely hybridized with either
the source or the drain (and cut from the other), depending
on whether VS or VD is initially larger. The transition be-
tween these two candidate ground states, known as a bound-
ary quantum phase transition, has been experimentally real-
ized [16, 19].

Non-trivial behavior appears at the quantum critical point
VS = VD: frustration between hybridization with the source
versus the drain prevents the quantum dot from being fully hy-
bridized. In fact, a finite residual entropy ln

√
1 + r remains at

zero temperature [7]. This residua; entropy mimics that of the
2CK problem at the intermediate fixed point [16, 17, 44, 51],
where a spin Majorana becomes isolated due to overscreen-
ing. Specially, when R=RQ (i.e. r=1), the residual entropy
at the fine-tuned quantum critical point becomes ln

√
2, which

coincides with that of a Majorana fermion. This Majorana is
the fMZM we use in this paper to stabilize the tMZM.

For R = RQ the model has been thoroughly investigated
through bosonization and refermionization [16, 17, 51], fol-
lowing that for the 2CK model [6, 33, 52] or a g = 1/2 Lut-
tinger liquid resonant level model [9]. Following their exam-
ple, we apply the unitary transformation

U = ei(d
†d− 1

2 )φc(0)/
√
2, (12)

to remove the common field φc from the tunneling term. How-
ever, this unitary transformation introduces two minor side
effects. First, the impurity operator is now dressed with the
common field φc(0),

d→ de
iK1

1√
2
φc(0), (13)

with K1 =1 initially, i.e. before the RG flow of Eq. (11). Sec-
ond, the unitary transformation introduces a quartic interac-
tion [17, 35],

Hextra = − v

2
√

2

(
d†d− 1

2

)
∂xφc(x)

∣∣∣
x=0

(14)

where v is the Fermi velocity, that couples φc to the impurity
occupation number.

Strictly, the phase factor exp[iφc(0)/
√

2] that attaches to
d as well as the interaction Eq. (14) are quite important at
high temperatures [17]. However, K1 decreases according
to the RG equations (11) [43], so that at low temperature
d exp[iK1φc(0)/

√
2] and the bare operator d become indis-

tinguishable. With regard to the induced density-density in-
teraction (14), it has scaling dimension 3/2 (see, for instance,
[53] or [54] where similar terms have been encountered) and
is thus RG irrelevant. Consequently, as we are only interested
in the low temperature physics near the ground state, both the
phase attached to impurity operators and the quartic interac-
tion can be safely neglected.

Finally, we define a Majorana representation for the de-
gree of freedom represented by d: χ1 ≡ (d†+d)/

√
2 and

χ2 ≡ i(d†−d)/
√

2. Because of the unitary transformation
mentioned in the last paragraph, this is no longer simply the
dot level but rather a nonlinear mixture of the dot and the den-
sity in the two leads near the dot. Both resulting MZMs are
highly localized near the quantum dot.

For the specific case r = 1, the dependence on the differ-
ence field φ′f in (10) can be expressed as a fermionic operator
ψf ≡ eiφ

′
f /
√

2πa (using the Klein factor from the original
bosonization). The result of these manipulations is an effec-
tive Majorana Hamiltonian for the right-hand dot and leads:

Hdissip. =
∑
k

εkψ
†
f,kψf,k + (VS − VD)

ψ†f (0)− ψf (0)
√

2
χ1

+ i(VS + VD)
ψ†f (0) + ψf (0)

√
2

χ2 + iεRχ1χ2,

(15)
Straightforwardly, at the quantum critical point where εR = 0
and VS = VD, one impurity Majorana γ1 becomes isolated,
thus leading to the ln

√
2 residual entropy.

In the rest of the paper, we focus on the symmetric point
VS = VD ≡ VR, and couple this system to the right end of the
superconducting nanowire as a stabilizer.

IV. CONDUCTANCE IN THE DETECTOR: THREE CASES

With the system introduced, we calculate the conductance
GL through the left quantum dot (the detector) in different
scenarios.

A. No Stabilizer

For the simplest scenario, without the presence of any sta-
bilizer, γ2 couples only to its partner γ1. This case has been
studied previously [32]: the non-trivial zero-temperature con-
ductance e2/2h abruptly becomes the trivial one e2/h upon
any non-zero εM . From the RG perspective, this means that
εM is relevant and thus when temperature decreases εM effec-
tively increases.
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B. Frustration-Induced Degeneracy in Right Dot

With the presence of the dissipative resonant level, the key
final ingredient in our problem is the connection between the
right dot and the topological wire. This is simply tunneling,
as for the left dot Eq. (3); for detailed discussions of tunnel-
ing between tMZM and those arising from Klein factors in
bosonization see, e.g., Refs. [55–57]. Generically, γ2 couples
to both χ1 and χ2, yielding the Hamiltonian

Hsys.-dis. = +itR1 γ2 χ1 + itR2 γ2 χ2 (16)

with arbitrary couplings tR1 and tR2.
The full Hamiltonian for our problem, H=Hsys.+Hdetect.+

Hdissip.+Hsys.-det.+Hsys.-dis., is quadratic and so can be solved
through the equation of motion method. We calculate the con-
ductance of the left quantum dot that probes the γ1 tMZM.
With symmetric coupling, its equilibrium conductance is re-
lated to the dot spectral function by

GL = −ΓL
e2

h

ˆ
dω

2π
Im
{
GR(dL, d

†
L)(ω)

}
∂ωnF (ω), (17)

whereGR(dL, d
†
L)(ω) is the Fourier transform of the retarded

Green function −iθ(t)
〈{
dL(0), d†L(t)

}〉
, nF (ω) is the Fermi

distribution function, and ΓL=πρ0V
2
L is the level broadening.

The retarded Green function of the left dot from the equa-
tion of motion method [58] is

GR(dL, d
†
L)(ω) =

1

ω + iΓL − εL − Σ(ω)
, (18)

where the self-energy Σ(ω) incorporates the effects of the
coupling between (i) the left dot and γ1, (ii) γ1 and γ2 Eq. (1),
and (iii) γ2 and the right dot Eq. (16)). With the presence of
the dissipative stabilizer, the self energy is

Σ(ω)−1 =
ω

t2L
− 1

ω + εL + iΓL

− ε2M
t2L

(
ω − t2R1

ω + εR + iη
− t2R1

ω − εR + iη

)−1
− ε2M
t2L

(
ω − t2R2

ω + εR + iΓR
− t2R2

ω − εR + iΓR

)−1
,

(19)

where η is a positive infinitesimal and ΓR=πρ0V
2
R is the level

broadening of the right dot in the absence of dissipation.
With Eqs. (18) and (19), the conductance through the left

dot when εR = 0 is

GL =
1

2

e2

h
, (20)

independent of the values of any parameters (such as tR2 or
εM ). This striking independence implies, for instance, that
fine tuning of the coupling between γ2 and the right dot is not
needed, a significant experimental simplification. This result
holds only within the validity of our model, of course: one
should have εM � ∆ in order to have the tMZM pair (∆ is

the superconducting gap in the proximitized nanowire) and
εM�ΓR in order to have a fMZM from frustration.

The conductance Eq. (20) is one of our main results. It indi-
cates that the introduction of the R=RQ dissipative quantum
dot stabilizes γ1.

We emphasize that the stabilization of γ1 refers to the fact
that at zero temperature εM always effectively vanishes. This
is true even if εM is significant initially, such as in a system
with a short nanowire. This complete stabilization is uniquely
guaranteed by the presence of the fMZM: it couples with γ2
into a singlet, thus preventing the inter-tMZM coupling. We
further illustrate this point in Sec. IV D below through analysis
with the g-theorem.

Fine-tuning of the energy level of the quantum dot is re-
quired only for the right-hand dot, εR = 0. We do not need a
fine-tuned left dot since εL is irrelevant at the nontrivial fixed
point: at this point, γ1 and (d†L+dL)/

√
2 form a singlet, thus

strongly suppressing the hybridization between (d†L+dL)/
√

2

and (d†L−dL)/i
√

2. Experimentally, the irrelevance of εL is a
signature of the tMZM: instead of the usual Lorentzian shape
from the resonant level model, the zero temperature conduc-
tance of the left-hand dot is expected to be flat as a function
of εL. For non-zero temperature, the conductance will be con-
stant as long as εL(T ) < ΓL(T ), both of which may vary with
temperature because of renormalization effects.

C. Dissipation-Free Right Dot

To highlight the role of dissipation, we now consider what
happens if there is no dissipation in the right-hand leads, r=0.
Thus the full-transmission fixed point Hamiltonian Eq. (15) is
replaced by a second copy of the resonant level Hamiltonian
Eq. (2). Since the Hamiltonian remains quadratic, we again
use the equation of motion method to find the retarded Green
function of the left dot; the explicit form of the self-energy
now becomes

Σ(ω)−1 =
ω

t2L
− 1

ω + εL + iΓL

− ε2M
t2L

(
ω − t2R

ω + εR + iΓR
− t2R
ω − εR + iΓR

)−1
.

(21)

In the absence of dissipation, the two MZMs on the right dot
become equivalent, allowing us to freely choose γ2 to couple
to any linear combination of them with the coupling strength
tR. The remaining MZM will be hybridized by the leads.

The conductance of the left quantum dot in this case is

GL =
e2

h

2t2Lt
2
R + ε2MΓLΓR

4t2Lt
2
R + ε2MΓLΓR

, (22)

where ΓR = πρ0V
2
R is the broadening of the right resonant

level. Eq. (22) displays an interesting feature: the equilib-
rium zero temperature conductance varies continuously be-
tween the trivial (e2/h) and the non-trivial (e2/2h) values,
depending on the details of the system. This crossover origi-
nates from the competition between the dot-MZM couplings
and the hybridization of the quantum dots by the leads.
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tR = 0 tR 6= 0 and R = 0 tR 6= 0 and R = RQ

gtrivial 1 1
√

2

gnontrivial
√

2 1 1

GL/(e
2/h) 1

2t2Lt
2
R + ε2MΓLΓR

4t2Lt
2
R + ε2MΓLΓR

1/2

TABLE I. System characteristics at different fixed points. Here, gtrivial

and gnontrivial are the degeneracies of the trivial and nontrivial fixed
points, respectively, and GL is the zero temperature conductance
through the left dot, For simplicity we have used tR = 0 to label
the decoupling of the right dot.

Eq. (22) implies that εM is effectively controllable through
fine-tuning tL,R and ΓL,R. Indeed, this result agrees with
previous investigations of quantum dots coupled to proxim-
itized nanowires in which non-local effects produced by the
two tMZM (which are related directly to the value of εM ) are
tunable through fine-tuning of the dot level [2, 28–30]. We
stress that in these systems the effective inter-tMZM overlap
is only reduced. In strong contrast, with the fMZM induced by
dissipation in our system, this overlap is driven by interactions
to zero.

D. Explanation with g-Theorem

To summarize briefly thus far, we have shown that the
conductance through the MZM-coupled left quantum dot is
strongly influenced by the nature of the system on the right.
(i) In the absence of a right-hand system, the two MZMs γ1
and γ2 couple into a trivial state for which GL/(e2/h) = 1.
(ii) When the right-hand system is present but without dissi-
pation, the conductance through the left dot is between the
trivial and nontrivial values, depending on the details of the
system. (iii) Finally, the nontrivial state is stabilized when the
right-hand system is dissipative with R=RQ, leading to the
zero-temperature conductance GL/(e2/h) = 1/2.

Through the g-theorem, we now provide a simple way to
understand these results. As the counterpart of the famous c-
theorem of two-dimensional conformal field theory [59, 60],
the g-theorem treats boundary phase transitions and relates
the stability of the fixed points to the impurity or boundary
entropy. Specifically, if the bulk parameters remain invariant
during the RG flows, the flow will bring the system toward
the fixed point with a smaller impurity entropy [61, 62]. We
have calculated the ground state degeneracy of our system at
the two fixed points in the three scenarios above. The results
are compiled in Table I, and we now discuss each scenario in
turn.

(i) If the right-hand system is absent (tR = 0) and εM 6= 0,
the trivial fixed point is non-degenerate: the two tMZMs γ1
and γ2 form into a singlet and the left quantum dot is com-
pletely hybridized with the leads. In contrast, the nontriv-
ial fixed point has a decoupled tMZM, namely γ2, yielding
a ground state degeneracy

√
2. The g-theorem then implies,

in agreement with the conductance calculation above, that the
nontrivial fixed point is unstable. Alternatively, we notice that

the leading operator at the nontrivial fixed point is the hy-
bridization between the leads and (d†L+dL)/

√
2, which has

the scaling dimension 1/2. Consequently, the hybridization
operator is relevant and sabotages the nontrivial fixed point.

(ii) If the right-hand system is a dissipationless quantum
dot, the ground states of both the trivial and nontrivial fixed
points are non-degenerate. Consequently, the operator that
connects these two fixed points is marginal, leading to a
crossover between the trivial and nontrivial fixed points. This
crossover is reflected in the intermediate value of the con-
ductance, Eq. (22). From an RG point of view, because the
parity of the superconducting island is conserved, tunneling
happens simultaneously in the left and right quantum dots
(see Appendix for details). Thus the scaling dimension of
the hybridization doubles compared to case (i), rendering it
marginal.

(iii) Finally, when the right quantum dot is dissipative, at
the nontrivial fixed point the isolated fMZM χ2 couples to γ2
in a singlet, thus leading to a non-degenerate ground state. In
contrast, at the trivial fixed point, χ2 remains isolated, yield-
ing degeneracy

√
2. Consequently, the g-theorem predicts

that the RG flow brings the system toward the nontrivial fixed
point. Alternatively, the lead-dot hybridization is suppressed
by the dissipation and so has a larger scaling dimension than
in case (ii). The hybridization thus becomes irrelevant (for
any R 6= 0) and the Majorana feature is protected. This pro-
tection uniquely exists in a dissipative or an interacting system
where a non-trivial (i.e., the Majorana-like) residual entropy
has been added to the system through the frustration between
two competing dissipative leads.

V. FULL COUNTING STATISTICS

In the previous section, we investigate the zero-temperature
linear-response conductance through the left quantum dot.
Our calculation indicates that the effective εM exactly van-
ishes when γ2 couples to a dissipative quantum dot, thus com-
pletely stabilizing γ1 from the inter-tMZM coupling. In this
section, we instead investigate the non-equilibrium current
and shot noise of the model at different fixed points with full
counting statistics [63–65]. Since analysis in previous sec-
tions indicates that tR2 is RG irrelevant in the presence of fi-
nite tR1, we take tR2 =0 for simplicity.

A. Full Counting Statistic in the Majorana-Fermion-Coupled
Resonant Level Model

In full counting statistics, the current and noise are calcu-
lated through [63]

I =
e 〈δq〉
τ

, and S =
2e2
〈
δ2q
〉

τ
, (23)

where the moments

〈δnq〉 = (−i)n ∂n

∂λn
lnχ(λ)

∣∣∣
λ=0

(24)
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characterize the charge correlations. In Eq. (24), the generat-
ing function χ(λ) =

∑
q e

iqλPq(τ) includes tunneling events
to all orders (q ∈ Z≥ is a non-negative integer), where λ is
the measuring field and Pq(τ) is the probability that charge
qe tunnels through the barrier(s) during the measuring time
τ . Practically, in 1D systems lnχ(λ) =−iτU(λ,−λ) where
U(λ,−λ) is the adiabatic potential.

For the left quantum dot of our system (the detector), the
adiabatic potential of the resonant level model is

∂

∂λ−
U(λ−, λ+)

=
V 2
L

2

ˆ
dω
[
e−i(λ−−λ+)/2G<(dL, d

†
L)g+−Lα

−ei(λ−−λ+)/2g−+Lα G
>(dL, d

†
L)
]
,

(25)

where G>(d, d†) [G<(d, d†)] is the full greater (lesser) impu-
rity Green function and gLα is the bare Green function for the
source or drain lead (α = S or D). The four components of
the bare lead Green function are given by [64, 65]

g−−Lα (ω) = g++
α (ω) = i2πρ0(nα − 1/2),

g−+Lα (ω) = i2πρ0nα,

g+−Lα (ω) = −i2πρ0(1− nα),

(26)

where nS,D = nF (ε±V/2) is the distribution function of the
leads and V > 0 is the bias applied between source and drain.
At zero temperature, these distribution functions simplify to
nS = Θ(−ε− V/2) and nD = Θ(−ε+ V/2).

To calculate the full Green functionsG< andG>, we divide
the Hamiltonian into two parts H = H0 + δH , where H0 =

Hsys.+Hdetect.+Hdissip.+Hsys.-dis. contains the non-equilibrium
resonant level model (the detector) plus the other parts of the
system, while δH = Hsys.-det connects these two parts.

When δH = 0 (tL = 0), these two parts are disconnected,
and we can calculate the Green functions of them separately.
The non-equilibrium Green function matrixG0(dL, d

†
L) of the

resonant level Hamiltonian Hdetect. is known [64],

G0(dL, d
†
L)(ω) =

[
GR0 (dL, d

†
L)(ω) G<0 (dL, d

†
L)(ω)

G>0 (dL, d
†
L)(ω) GA0 (dL, d

†
L)(ω)

]

=
1

ω2 + Γ2
Le

iλ

(
ω − iΓL ieiλΓL
−iΓL −ω − iΓL,

)
,

(27)
with the four entries referring to the retarded, lesser, greater
and advanced Green functions, respectively (from top to bot-
tom, left to right). Note that the measuring field λ appears.
The remaining parts of the system (Hsys. +Hdissip. +Hsys.-dis.),
on the other hand, remain in equilibrium when tL = 0. We
thus obtain the equilibrium retarded Green function of γ1,

GR0 (γ1, γ1)(ω) =
ω2 − t2R

ω(ω2 − t2R − ε2M )
. (28)

With δH , we calculate the full lesser Green function
through the Dyson equation [64–66]

G< = GRΣ<GA

+ (1 +GRΣR)G<0 (1 + ΣAGA).
(29)

After including all possible processes, Eq. (29) becomes

G<(dL, d
†
L)(ω) = G<0 (dL, d

†
L)(ω) +GR(dL, γ1)ΣRγ1,dLG

<
0 (dL, d

†
L)ΣA

d†L,γ1
GA(γ1, d

†
L)(ω)

+GR(dL, γ1)ΣR
γ1,d

†
L

G<0 (d†L, dL)ΣAdL,γ1G
A(γ1, d

†
L)(ω)

+GR(dL, γ1)(ω)ΣRγ1,dLG
<
0 (dL, d

†
L) +G<0 (dL, d

†
L)ΣA

d†L,γ1
GA(γ1, d

†
L)(ω),

(30)

where the interaction terms ΣA
d†L,γ1

= ΣRγ1,dL = −ΣR
γ1,d

†
L

=

−ΣAdL,γ1 = tL, and the impurity function G<0 (d†L, dL) equals

G<0 (d†L, dL)(ω) =
−iΓLe−iλ
ω2 + Γ2

Le
−iλ . (31)

Eq. (30) contains two additional Green functions,
GR(dL, γ1)(ω) and GA(γ1, d

†
L)(ω), that can also be

found from Dyson equations:

GR(dL, γ1)(ω) = 0 +GR0 (dL, d
†
L)(ω)Σd†L,γ1

GR(γ1, γ1)(ω),

GR(γ1, γ1)(ω) = GR0 (γ1, γ1)(ω)

+GR0 (γ1, γ1)(ω)Σγ1,dLG
R(dL, γ1)(ω)

+GR0 (γ1, γ1)(ω)Σγ1,d†L
GR(d†L, γ1)(ω),

GR(d†L, γ1)(ω) = 0 +GR0 (d†L, dL)(ω)ΣdL,γ1G
R(γ1, γ1)(ω).

(32)
Eqs. (27)-(32) yield the lesser Green function required in

Eq. (25). Following analogous steps, we also obtain the
greater Green function. Combining these with the bare lead
Green functions Eq. (26), we obtain the adiabatic potential
and the generating function from Eq. (25). This finally allows
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evaluation of the the current and noise, Eq. (23) [67].
Below we present expressions for the non-equilibrium cur-

rent and noise in different cases corresponding to different
fixed points. Though from the calculation sketched here, we
have the full nonlinear dependence on the bias V , for sim-
plicity we expand the expressions to leading order in V [67],
following the assumption that the bias V is smaller than all
other relevant energy scales.

B. Non-Interacting tMZMs (εM = 0)

We begin with the simple case εM = 0. In this case, γ1 is
stable since it totally decouples from its partner γ2, and the
result thus is independent of the presence of a stabilizer. The
current calculated from the adiabatic potential in this case is

I(V ) =
e2

h

[
V

2
−
(

1

Γ2
L

− Γ2
L

4t4L

)
e2

24
V 3 +O(V 4)

]
, (33)

where O(V 4) indicates the neglected higher-order terms.
Note that in agreement with Eq. (22) the linear-response con-
ductance from this calculation is e2/2h. As discussed above
and in [32], this comes about because one of the left dot’s Ma-
jorana degrees of freedom is fully coupled to the tMZM while
the other fully hybridizes with the lead to form a transparent
half-channel.

Interestingly, the cubic term [O(V 3)] in (33) displays a
competition between two processes: (i) backscattering in the
transparent half-channel which reduces the current and (ii)
hybridization of the left leads with (dL + d†L)/

√
2, pulling

it away from the tMZM and thereby enhancing the current.
More specifically, when Γ2>2t2L the hybridization is stronger
so that the O(V 3) current increases with an increasing bias
and vice versa. Note that the presence of this competition
requires two Majorana channels in opposite limits—one com-
pletely healed and the other totally disconnected. To the best
of our knowledge, such a situation exists only in systems that
are topological.

Turning to the fluctuations of the current, we find that the
zero-temperature shot noise to leading order is

S = 2
e3

h

[
V

4
+

(
− 1

Γ2
L

− Γ2
L

4t4L
+

1

t2L

)
e2

48
V 3 +O(V 4)

]
,

(34)
with the leading term proportional to bias. This linear term is
a signal that the transmission is not perfect: for a system with
perfect transmission, the leading term should instead be∝ V 3

[see Eq. (36) for an example when εM 6= 0].
The competing effects seen in the nonlinear current also

appear here. Indeed, noise to the next-leading order [i.e.,
O(V 3)] reaches it maximum when two competing processes
equal (i.e., Γ2 =2t2L). This point, with half transmission prob-
ability, is known to have the largest shot noise [68].

Near equilibrium, the Fano factor, F ≡ S/2eI , becomes
1/2, implying that the current is carried by quasi-particles
with effective charge e∗ = e/2 at zero temperature. As in

the charge 2CK case discussed in [69], here the e∗=e/2 frac-
tional charge property originates from the fact that one of the
Majorana channels in the leads completely decouples (Fig. 2).

C. Interacting tMZMs without Stabilization

Now we add back the interaction between two tMZMs
(εM 6= 0), but do not include the right-hand quantum dot
(tR = 0) as the stabilizer.

The nonlinear current calculated with full counting statis-
tics now becomes

I(V ) =
e2

h

[
V − 1 + 2t2L/ε

2
M + 2t4L/ε

4
M

12Γ2
L

e2V 3 +O(V 4)

]
,

(35)
with the trivial equilibrium conductance e2/h, in agreement
with Ref. [32]. In contrast to Eq. (33), there is no sign of com-
peting effects in the nonlinear term. Indeed, at a perfectly
conducting fixed point, non-equilibrium effects necessarily re-
duce the conductance, so the sign of the V 3 term is fixed.

The shot noise now becomes

S = 2
e3

h

[(
t4L
ε4M

+ 1

)
e2

12Γ2
L

V 3 +O(V 4)

]
, (36)

with the leading term ∝ V 3. Eq. (36) contains both back-
scattering-induced noise and noise generated by the coupling
between γ1 and i(−dL+d†L). Notice the factor ε4M in the de-
nominator here as well as in the nonlinear current Eq. (35).
The high power indicates that εM is RG relevant and drives
the system to a different fixed point when it is non-zero.

Since the linear term in the shot noise vanishes, here the
Fano factor can be defined as the ratio between shot noise and
twice the value of the “backscattering current” as in the charge
2CK model [69]. Using the V 3 terms in both the current and
the shot noise, Eqs. (35) and (36), we see that the Fano factor
depends on the ratio tL/εM . We prefer not to discuss an effec-
tive charge of the quasi-particle in this case since the inelastic
contributions to the nonlinear terms complicate the interpreta-
tion [70]. The variation of the Fano factor indicates that at the
quantum dot, an electron either backscatters or tunnels into
the superconducting island.

D. Interacting tMZMs Stabilized by Frustration

Comparison of the results in these two cases (Sections V B
and V C) supports our analysis that the coupling εM between
the two tMZMs is relevant, leading to the destruction of the
Majorana signature in the detector. In this section we add
the frustration-induced Majorana fermion χ1 and show that
it stabilizes the probed tMZM γ1.

In this case, the model in Section IV B yields the current

I(V ) =
e2

h

[
V

2
+

(
ε4MΓ2

L

t4Lt
4
R

+
2ε2MΓ2

L

t4Lt
2
R

+
Γ2
L

t4L
− 4

Γ2
L

)
e2

96
V 3

+O(V 4)
]
,

(37)
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with the expected linear-response conductance e2/2h,
Eq. (20). Note further that the full I(V ) reduces to Eq. (33)
when εM = 0. The fact that εM is in the numerator in the
nonlinear term shows that it is RG irrelevant. This is, then,
verification of our analysis that the presence of χ1 stabilizes
γ1 against the inter-tMZM coupling εM .

The shot noise now becomes

S = 2
e2

h

[
V

4
+

(
− 1

4Γ2
− Γ2

16t4L
+

1

4t2L

− ε4MΓ2

16t4Lt
4
R

− ε2MΓ2

8t4Lt
2
R

+
ε2M

4t2Lt
2
R

)
e2

12
V 3 +O(V 4)

]
.

(38)

In the V 3 term, the inter-tMZM coupling εM again appears
only in the numerator, showing its RG irrelevance. This al-
lows a smooth εM → 0 limit yielding, indeed, Eq. (34). The
shot noise here does have a fixed linear term. As in the εM =0
case, from the Fano factor we deduce tunneling of quasi-
particles with effective charge e∗=e/2.

These results for both the nonlinear transport I(V ) and the
shot noise, then, support our equilibrium result (Section IV)
that χ1 stabilizes the tMZM γ1 against its coupling to γ2.

VI. SUMMARY

The effect that we elucidate here arises in essence from
combining a Majorana degree of freedom due to topology
with a Majorana produced by fine-tuned quantum frustration
(i.e. interactions). This is a highly unusual situation: we con-
nect a topological system with one that is not topological and
find no unusual feature at the boundary (and in particular no
MZM).

We arrive at this result by, first, calculating the conductance
through a detector quantum dot and, second, supporting the
calculation through RG arguments and the g-theorem. The
combination of the two types of MZM originates from the
preference of the system for a non-degenerate ground state,
arrived at by coupling the topological Majorana γ2 and the
quantum dot Majorana fermion χ1 into a singlet. Our con-
clusions are further supported by a fully non-equilibrium cal-
culation in which the nonlinear current and shot noise reveal
signatures of the RG relevant and irrelevant processes.

Perhaps the most interesting implication of our results for
future work is that the long-ignored frustration generated Ma-
jorana fermion is in principle detectable. Indeed, it could be
potentially beneficial for quantum computation.
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Engineering, under Grant No. DE-SC0005237.

Appendix A: Parity Conservation Induced Joint Tunneling

In this appendix, we briefly explain a striking feature
caused by the presence of tMZMs: parity conservation in-
duced joint tunneling at both sides of the superconducting
nanowire.

We consider the system near the strong coupling fixed
point, where the impurity part consists of two tMZMs (γ1,2)
and two un-hybridized impurity Majorana fermions (d†L,R+

dL,R)/
√

2. For the nontrivial case (εM = 0), the quantum dot
MZMs (d†L,R+dL,R)/

√
2 form into singlets with their cor-

responding tMZMs γ1,2. For simplicity, we label this state
|0〉L⊗|0〉R. We further label the exited state on each side as
|1〉L,R, respectively.

Now we add the weak inter-tMZM coupling εM , which al-
ters the system ground state. In this case we find the ground
state of the impurity system with the Hamiltonian

H ′Impurity = itL(d†L + dL)γ1 + itR(d†R + dR)γ2 + iεMγ1γ2
(A1)

through exact diagonalization. Without loss of generality, we
take tL = tR = t for simplification. The ground state has
energy

√
2t−

√
ε2M + 8t2/2 with eigenvector

i
(
−2
√

2u+
√

1 + 8u2
)
|0〉L⊗|0〉R + |1〉L⊗|1〉R√

1 +
(
−2
√

2u+
√

1 + 8u2
)2 , (A2)

where u ≡ t/εM . Eq. (A2) correctly reduces to |0〉L⊗|0〉R in
the limit εM → 0.

Eq. (A2) indicates that the system ground state involves
dot states with only even parity |0〉L⊗|0〉R and |1〉L⊗|1〉R.
Physically, this originates from the fact that the inter-tMZM
coupling operator εMγ1γ2 changes the parity of the impurity
states at both sides. Consequently, if we now turn on weak
tunneling to the corresponding leads in both quantum dots
(the resonant level model), the system allows only tunneling
events that occur simultaneously at both sides, thus doubling
the scaling dimension of the leading-order terms.
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